Students Research Day:
“Applied Cultural Studies and Cultural Semiotics”
Tuesday 29th January 2019: 10.00-14.00
Room 1.11.0.009

„Semiosphere and Society:
Development, Change and Hacking Societies‘ collective concepts.”

10-10:45: Peeter Torop (Tartu): *Semiosphere: theoretical notion and practical tool.*


11:30-12:00: **Break**

12:00-12:30: Eva Kimminich (Potsdam): *Semiospheric Turbulences and Hacking of internal Spheres.*

12:30-13:00: Julius Erdmann (Potsdam): *Appropriation of Space across semiospheric Shifting.*

13:00-13:30: Presentation by the students (Potsdam): *Shifting of internal Borders across Street Art.*

13.30-14.00: **Final discussion**